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● Promote reproducible research workflows and good 

research data management 

● Support researchers in using interactive dataviz to 

promote Open Data

● Host interactive dataviz built by researchers at Oxford 

(currently using shinyapps.io)

Interactive Data 
Network

idn.it.ox.ac.uk

https://www.shinyapps.io/
http://idn.it.ox.ac.uk


● A very young collaboration between University of 

Oxford and University of Sheffield

● Open Source/Access resources for all researchers on 

reproducible data visualisation workflows

● OxShef: dataviz does not seek to reinvent the wheel or 

build new tools - we consolidate material and aim to 

answer questions researchers actually ask..

OxShef: dataviz
oxshef.io

http://oxshef.io










✅ All data shown in the dataviz is public and 

available via a DOI

✅ All code for the dataviz is public and available 

via a DOI

✅ All authors of the code and data are attributed 

by an ORCID

Reproducible dataviz 
workflow requirements



Digital Object 
Identifiers (DOI)



Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) are the alphanumeric 

codes often seen in citations for academic papers, 

eg DOI:10.1126/science.1102896. (slide 1/4)

Digital Object 
Identifiers (DOI)



DOI are incredibly important (and useful) because 

they provide a permanent link to a resource (usually 

a PDF) which should never break. (slide 2/4)

Digital Object 
Identifiers (DOI)



DOI are issued by academic publishers and data 

repositories. Read more at repositories.oxshef.io. 

(slide 3/4)

Digital Object 
Identifiers (DOI)



Commercial useRs have sadly not embraced the DOI. 

If you care about your stuff being available freely, 

easily and permanently you need a DOI.

GitHub is not good enough. (slide 4/4)
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Digital Object 
Identifiers (DOI)



Data (and code) are fundamental components of the 

majority of research in the sciences and increasingly 

often in the humanities too. However, they are often 

relegated to “supplementary materials”. 

Publications, data and code should all be considered 

1st rate research outputs.

Deposit data, code and 
publications separately



✅ rfigshare is an excellent package for creating/editing/publishing content to figshare.com

✅ zenodo provides basic functionality for depositing content to zenodo.org

https://figshare.com/
https://zenodo.org/


ORCID



Uniquely identifying humans by their names, handles 

and usernames is hard.

ORCID is a ready made solution from academia - it 

automatically builds a publication history for you, e.g. 

0000-0002-3039-6849

Register for FREE and use it everywhere.

ORCID

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3039-6849
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Why visualise 
data?



Research data is too often born and buried in a 
table

“Most [research] data is created in 
a form and organization that 
facilitates its generation rather than 
focusing on its eventual use.”

Fox, P., & Hendler, J. (2011). Changing the Equation on Scientific Data 
Visualization. Science, 331(6018), 705–708. doi.org/10.1126/science.1197654

Thelwall, M., Haustein, S., Larivière, V., & Sugimoto, C. R. (2013). Do altmetrics work? Twitter and 
ten other social web services. PloS One, 8(5), e64841. doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0064841



Why visualise 
data?
Exploratory data analysis

Summarise trends in an easily 
consumable manner 

Physically demonstrate 
comparisons between groups of 
data

Present connections otherwise 
difficult to communicate



Moving beyond dead trees
“... interactivity is the new colour chart…”

@photosteve101 (flickr.com/photos/42931449@N07/5263540555/in/album-72157625505293849/)



What does 
interactivity provide?
Provide alternative methods to 
access data

Allow users to slice through 
datasets

Combine summary and detailed 
information

https://livedataoxford.shinyapps.io/CRUK-Collaboration-Network/


OxShef: Charts
charts.oxshef.io

datawrapper.de is excellent for two things:
● Point and click chart builder
● Excellent articles on dataviz design

eagereyes.org is an incredible resource for 
data-driven advice on dataviz design and ideas.

The FT Visual Vocabulary toolkit is 
an extremely easy to use tool for 
choosing the most appropriate 
dataviz for your data.

http://charts.oxshef.io


#rstats interactive 
dataviz



R is the programming (or scripting) language we’re using to make 
interactive viz!

If you need a quick intro:
datacamp.com/courses/intro-to-statistics-with-r-introduction

http://datacamp.com/courses/intro-to-statistics-with-r-introduction


RStudio is the IDE for data science (and package development) 
for R.

The company behind it - RStudio - build tools which work 
seamlessly together to make your lives easier (and to make R 
more powerful).

R is the programming (or scripting) language we’re using to make 
interactive viz!

If you need a quick intro:
datacamp.com/courses/intro-to-statistics-with-r-introduction

http://datacamp.com/courses/intro-to-statistics-with-r-introduction


htmlwidgets is a framework for building bindings between 
JavaScript libraries and R.

https://www.highcharts.com/demo/combo-multi-axes
http://visjs.org/examples/network/edgeStyles/smoothWorldCup.html
https://www.highcharts.com/demo/combo-multi-axes
https://flowingdata.com/2015/12/15/a-day-in-the-life-of-americans/


htmlwidgets allows develops to build R packages that 
provide other useRs with the ability to create interactive 
charts



htmlwidgets.org 

http://htmlwidgets.org


Scatter geo plot with leaflet

Choropleth with mapedit and leaflet

Network visualisation with visNetwork

Stacked barcharts with plotly and highcharter



linkedin.com/learning has a 5h+ course produced by 
Martin John Hadley covering the most popular 
htmlwidget libraries. 

Note that this is a subscription learning service from 
which Martin receives royalties.



RMarkdown is a simple way to build reports and 
presentations that include R code.

RMarkdown can output html, PDF and .docx documents.



blogdown is a package for creating websites (in 

particular, blogs) with RMarkdown. 

Read more are bookdown.org/yihui/blogdown/

bookdown is a package for creating long form 

documents (HTML and PDF) with RMarkdown. 

Read more are at bookdown.org

xaringan is a package for creating beautiful HTML 

presentations with RMarkdown 

Read more are at slides.yihui.name/xaringan

http://bookdown.org/yihui/blogdown/
http://bookdown.org
http://slides.yihui.name/xaringan


rmarkdown.rstudio.com provides tutorials, templates and 
examples of many different RMarkdown output types 

datacamp.com has a number of excellent (not free) 
interactive tutorials on creating content with RMarkdown.

https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/
https://www.datacamp.com/


Shiny is a framework for creating interactive web 
applications using R.

https://daattali.com/shiny/cfl/
https://daattali.com/shiny/cfl/


Shiny on your local machine Shiny on a server (for others to use)



shinyapps.io

Shiny Server

RStudio Connect

Fully hosted solution for Shiny apps
(Includes a free tier!)
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Shiny Server
Open Source
(Non-commercial use)

Shiny Server Pro
(Commercial use)

Fully hosted solution for Shiny apps
(Includes a free tier!)



shinyapps.io

Shiny Server

RStudio Connect

Shiny Server
Open Source
(Non-commercial use)

Shiny Server Pro
(Commercial use)

RStudio Connect
(Commercial use, 45 day evaluation license available)

Fully hosted solution for Shiny apps
(Includes a free tier!)



RStudio Connect is a content management system for 
htmlwidgets, RMarkdown documents and Shiny apps.

RStudio Connect allows parameterised RMarkdown 
documents to be scheduled.

138.68.141.252:3939


#rstats interactive 
dataviz



Oxford and Bristol based R consultancy focused on 

reproducible research, dataviz and data science

Bespoke in-person training provider

VISIBLE DATA
visibledata.co.uk

http://visibledata.co.uk


r4ds.had.co.nz/

datacamp.com/courses/free-introduction-to-r

Get started with R

http://datacamp.com/courses/free-introduction-to-r


htmlwidgets.org

bit.ly/htmlwidgets-course

htmlwidgets

http://htmlwidgets.org
http://bit.ly/htmlwidgets-course


datacamp.com

bit.ly/shiny-course

shiny

shiny.rstudio.com

http://bit.ly/shiny-course
http://bit.ly/shiny-course


#rstats

Feel part of the R 
Community community.rstudio.com

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23rstats&src=typd
http://community.rstudio.com
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